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Before we begin
Administrative matters…
— For the optimal webinar experience, please use headphones and close all other applications

that could interfere with the webinar.
— Please keep your microphone muted throughout the whole presentation to avoid interruption of

the webinar.
— However, questions can be asked throughout this presentation using the chat functionality:

domain experts are following up on questions that might pop up in the chat during the
presentation.

— At the end of the presentation a short Q&A is foreseen to address a selection of your questions
to the speakers and/or experts in the live chat.

— Speakers participating in this webinar comply with the COVID-19 measures, respecting the
social distancing rules. The presentation desk is disinfected each time a new speaker is
participating.
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Today’s speakers
Benjamin de Brabander
As Technology Advisory Director at KPMG, Benjamin will share insights on 8 key themes from our global 
client network study to help you to focus in the upcoming months in order to facilitate your survival and 
success as a company in the next year(s).

Bart Stes
The ICT manager at VAB will explain how the Covid-19 situation amplifies the need for agile tools 
to adapt to clients’ needs, a focus in the digital transformation journey which had been started 
together with KPMG a few months ago. 

Hendrik Ronda
AI expert at KPMG, Hendrik will show you how automatization tools can provide a quick answer to 
some of the current pain points and can be used to quickly free up resources to assist in 
managing the crisis.

Steve De Poorter 
With around 20 years of experience within procurement and supply chain, Steve will preset Predictive 
Supply Chain Risk Management which shows real-time events, potentially impacting your supply chain, 
with company’s information and It predicts the impacts of future disturbances in multiple areas.
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01
Study Covid Impact: 
Insights in Global shifts
as an accelerator for digitalization
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Questions around global shifts are grouped into 8 Key Themes

Supply Chain and 
Manufactur ing4 Will existing supply chains return to normal or be reconfigured? Localisation?  

Purpose,  ESG6
Will Purpose-driven companies take the lead? Will ESG be core to how businesses recover? Can this 
be done while sustaining desired economic outcomes?

Debt Burden of states and 
companies7

Will the large debts weaken the recovery out of the crisis? Could it trigger a financial crisis? Will it 
increase inequality between competitors and trigger distressed M&A?

Global izat ion8
Will countries increasingly look inwards for prosperity? Will regional and national borders be 
strengthened?

Labor Force2
Will displaced jobs come back or will automation accelerate? What about labour shortage? New 
bottleneck professions?

Change in  customer 
behaviour3

Is this the tipping point for the dominance of the digital economy over the physical economy? Will 
consumer behavior change permanently?

Continuity and Resi l ience5
How will BCP be bolstered to ensure resilience in future crises? How to increase responsiveness of 
an organization/ be more agile for future shocks? 

Does remote work become the new normal and in office / business travel become the exception? 
(work / life balance) Ways of Work ing 1

Insights in global shifts1
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Questions around global shifts are grouped into 8 Key Themes
Does remote work become the new normal and in office / business travel become the exception? 
(work / life balance) 

Supply Chain and 
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Will Purpose-driven companies take the lead? Will ESG be core to how businesses recover? Can this 
be done while sustaining desired economic outcomes?
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Will the large debts weaken the recovery out of the crisis? Could it trigger a financial crisis? Will it 
increase inequality between competitors and trigger distressed M&A?
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Will countries increasingly look inwards for prosperity? Will regional and national borders be 
strengthened?

Labor Force2
Will displaced jobs come back or will automation accelerate? What about labour shortage? New 
bottleneck professions?

Change in  customer 
behaviour3

Is this the tipping point for the dominance of the digital economy over the physical economy? Will 
consumer behavior change permanently?

Continuity and Resi l ience5
How will BCP be bolstered to ensure resilience in future crises? How to increase responsiveness of 
an organization/ be more agile for future shocks? 

Ways of Work ing 1

Insights in global shifts1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How will (temporarily) displaced jobs come back?Will automation accelerate? What (different) labour skills will be required? Will the imbalance in supply-demand of specific skills persist? How to source (supply shortage)? How will labour migration look like? How does the education system need to respond in cooperation with in-company training?Will we buy from the same suppliers, through the same intermediates and will the logistic chain change?Will we have another purchase risk model?  Will local production increase based on personalization of products and goods?
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Labor Force2

What we’re 
seeing:

• 40% of the active population has been either in temporary unemployment, or absent (an estimated 1,3 million employees in the 
private sector). 1 in 3 is teleworking, only 1 in 4 is still working at their usual workplace1

• 500.000 self-employed workers have made use of supporting fiscal measures offered by the government; 300.000 of them have 
discontinued their activities altogether2

• Already a 12% increase in permanent unemployment (April 2020)3

• The severity of the impact on the economy (4,8% in April  8% expected end 2020) is unseen in recent history, but is highly sector 
dependent.4 In hospitality, 17% of jobs are at risk; 40% in arts & entertainment5

• Companies are planning 180,000 layoffs, 70,000 self-employed workers expect bankruptcy. (May, 2020)6

Potential implications:
• The current high levels of temporary unemployment will lead to a 

sharp increase in permanent unemployment (estimated at 
+100.000, or +37%: approx. double the impact of the 2008-9 
financial crisis)7

• This could amplify supply-demand imbalances in the labor market 
for specific skills, impacting personnel sourcing, labor migration, 
education/training needs, …

• Some economists expect this recession to accelerate trends 
towards automation at a faster-than-expected pace, although in 
the short term structural investments are likely to be postponed due 
to (very) low business confidence

• High unemployment, in combination with an increase in public debt 
(drop in GNP, cost of the economic stimulus program) will further 
increase pressure on welfare and retirement schemes, leading to 
fundamental discussions on taxation 

Breakdown of the allocation of 
workers (April 2020)

Largest contraction of the Belgian economy 
in more than a century

(© De Tijd)(NBB)

(1)De Morgen, 2020 - (2)De Morgen, 2020 - (3)De Tijd, 2020 - (4)De Tijd, 2020 - (5)De Tijd, 2020 - (6)De Tijd, 2020 - (7)National Bank of Belgium, 2020

Insights in global shifts1 Insights in global shifts1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://www.nbb.be/en/articles/belgian-businesses-estimate-loss-turnover-due-coronavirus-crisis-remains-more-or-lesshttps://corona-studie.shinyapps.io/corona-studie/1,25  1,32 miljoen tijdelijk werklozen? (30% actieve bevolking)https://economie.fgov.be/nl/themas/ondernemingen/coronavirus/economische-impact-van-het100.000 permanent werklozen (cf  De Tijd)https://www.demorgen.be/nieuws/een-derde-van-onze-economie-ligt-stil-schok-is-dubbel-zo-groot-als-tijdens-bankencrisis~b0781952/?referer=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2FArbeiders : 25% minder uren gepresteerd; Bedienden: -11% (Securex); https://statbel.fgov.be/nl/themas/werk-opleiding/arbeidsmarkt/werkgelegenheid-en-werkloosheidhttps://www.vdab.be/sites/web/files/doc/trends/werkzoekendenbericht_maart_2020.pdfhttps://www.tijd.be/dossiers/coronavirus/ontslagrondes-op-til/10223342.htmlhttp://www.actiris.be/Portals/36/Documents/NL/MV03-2020.pdfhttps://www.plan.be/publications/publication-1977-nl-economische+vooruitzichten+2020+2025+versie+van+maart+2020https://www.nbb.be/en/ermg-surveyshttps://www.nbb.be/en/articles/belgian-businesses-estimate-loss-turnover-due-coronavirus-crisis-remains-more-or-lesshttps://businessam.be/belgen-willen-ook-na-corona-enkele-dagen-per-week-thuis-werken/https://www.tijd.be/politiek-economie/belgie/economie/belgische-economie-krijgt-grootste-klap-sinds-1908/10218445.htmlhttps://www.standaard.be/cnt/dmf20200408_04917460https://www.plan.be/publications/publication-1977-nl-economische+vooruitzichten+2020+2025+versie+van+maart+2020https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/documents/2995521/10159296/3-30012020-AP-EN.pdf/b9a98100-6917-c3ea-a544-ce288ac096752008-9: https://www.tijd.be/netto/budget/Loods-uw-job-door-de-crisis/8174033https://www.vdab.be/sites/web/files/doc/trends/werkzoekendenbericht_april_2020.pdfhttps://www.tijd.be/politiek-economie/belgie/federaal/100-000-belgen-dreigen-job-te-verliezen-door-coronacrisis/10220734.htmlhttps://www.tijd.be/politiek-economie/belgie/economie/kwart-miljoen-belgen-dreigen-baan-te-verliezen-door-corona/10226307.html? 
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Supply Chain and Manufacturing4

What we’re 
seeing:

• Breakdown in global supply chains, (leading to a range of secondary effects: ghost orders, bullwhip, etc.):
• Industries slow / close down with different timings and in different degrees in different countries 
• Limitations on production (e.g., staff shortages) and transport capacity (50% reduction in road transport in Belgium, disruption of 

container transport to/from Asia, disruption of air transport, …)1

• Disruptions and unpredictability of the demand side as a result of changing consumption patterns (hoarding, procrastination, changing 
buyer values, …)

• (Over-)reliance (often hidden due to intransparency of the supply chain) on specific regions/suppliers for certain goods

Potential implications:
• Supply chains will become more agile and modular as 

companies diversify their supply chains and reduce their 
over-reliance on specific regions/suppliers (micro supply 
chains)

• A shift away from globalism will inspire more organizations to 
explore localizing their supply chains and review their
purchase risk models

• Increased adoption of technologies across the supply chain 
for transparency (e.g., blockchain, IOT, AI / ML, drones, …) 
and product personalization

• Re-assessment of 3D printing and VR/AR in new 
environmentMain suppliers for the 

Belgian economy, 
ranked by importance

(© abh-ace)

(1)VRT, 2020

Insights in global shifts1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://hbr.org/2020/03/coronavirus-is-proving-that-we-need-more-resilient-supply-chainshttps://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/16/coronavirus-wreaks-havoc-on-retail-supply-chains-globally.htmlhttps://www.logistiek.nl/supply-chain/nieuws/2020/03/schokgolf-coronavirus-zal-nog-lang-zichtbaar-zijn-101172564?_ga=2.57191080.342664486.1588844791-1484254706.1588681070https://www.kbceconomics.be/nl/publicaties/marktrapport311.htmlhttps://www.vilt.be/hamstergedrag-leidt-tot-verstoring-vraagpatroonhttps://assets.kpmg/content/dam/kpmg/xx/pdf/2020/03/beyond-this-challenge.pdfhttps://www.voka.be/en/node/23210https://www.vrt.be/vrtnws/nl/2020/03/26/corona-en-luchtkwaliteit/ https://www.vrt.be/vrtnws/nl/2020/02/26/corona-economische-gevolgen/file:///C:/Users/wcouwenbergh/Documents/Offerings/COVID/belgian_trade2018_low_2019.10.24.pdfhttps://www.vbo-feb.be/globalassets/actiedomeinen/internationaal/internationale-handel/nieuwe-vbo-reflect-steun-vrijhandel-kies-voor-groei/reflect-internationale-handel_nl_10-12.pdf
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Accelerate your digital response with a fully integrated approach

Harmonised and 
efficient

Cloud-based and 
agile

Support sourcing 
models

Secure, transparent 
and auditable

Scalable and 
performing

Clear demarcation 
lines (R&Rs)

Clear, trackable 
roles

Transparent data 
model

Actionable, 
trustworthy data

Cost-effective 
maintainability

Third party
alignments

Global controlled 
authorisation model

Aligned with 
enterprise IT

Functional 
processes Technology

Enabled for 
advanced analytics

Easy to integrate 
and deploy (M&A)

Contractual 
alignments

Automated audit 
reporting

Drive standard first

Review and update your Purpose based on the 8 key themes

Review and update your Vison based on the 8 key themes

Review and update your Strategy based on the 8 key themes

Master Data Mgmt. 
governance

Service delivery 
model
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Governance Performance 
insights and data

Automation where 
possible

Documentation to 
support sourcing

Optimised tax, legal 
and statutory

Support shared 
service centres

Relevant, timely 
reporting

Empowered

Role-based with 
clear mandates

User-friendly

Global mindset

People

Integrated with 
collaboration tools

Targeted training Defined 
authorisation model

Dashboarding and 
Power BI

BoB before 
customisation

Make it FIT for 
purpose

Global template 
with local TLS

Focus on real day-
in-the-life-of

Purpose

Vision

Strategy

Target Operating 
Model
(TOM)

Processes

Solution Architecture and Delivery
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TeBT as an accelerator for digitalization2
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Typical Technology enabled Business Transformation program
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8

Strategy Design

Target Operating Model 
Design

Customer journeys & Process design

Solution 
architecture

Program charter
System implementation 

(Inc. Cloud, ERP, CRM, D&A, RPA, etc.) 

Change management

3rd Party Management

Risk management

Tax configuration

Risk & Controls Audit

Value 
management

Tax assessment & 
optimization

Legal, contract 
management

Application 
maintenance & 

support

Business support during implementation (Business / customer side) 

Roll-out(s)

TeBT as an accelerator for digitalization2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Typical value pockets (short term):- Operational excellence / cost efficiency 	     Example: Automatisation- Increased revenue generation                          Example: Optimize customer experience for up- and cross selling Typical value pockets (long term):Flexible future proof solutions                      Example: Full Digitalization of customer, sales and marketing domainsAlign ERP processes with better practices to lower total cost of ownership     Example: Benchmark Procurement department with better practices 
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02
Agility, Automatization and AI
Client case: Automatization of BBU Mail 
Handler at VAB
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VAB’s Digital Transformation program:
from strategy exercise to setting up the business for success

Strategy Design

Target Operating Model 
Design

Customer journeys & Process design

Solution architecture

Program 
charter

Robotics 
Process 

automatization

Change management

Portfolio and program management

Risk management

Tax configuration

Risk & Controls

Value 
management

Tax assessment 
& optimization

Application 
maintenance 

& support

Business support during implementation (Business / customer side) 

Roll-out

May 2020

Phase1: Sales and marketing

Phase 2: Service

Phase 3: Finance

Roll-out

Roll-out

Roll-out

System implementation 

ERP 
transformation

Introduction digitalization at VAB1
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BBU Mail Project Context
The understanding of the context was used to derive a clear scope for the project. 

First aim of this project is to optimize the process to make it as efficient as 
possible. Reducing the overall process run-through time, facilitating users 
by making the output of the process more actionable and allowing 
easier business follow up.

As a second phase, the objective is to automate the optimized foreign 
mailbox process, using Microsoft Power Automate and components, then 
test the solution to ensure it matches the expectation of VAB and finally 
deploy it to production.

VAB has identified processing areas that have some operational 
constraints. 

One of the areas identified is the processing of items from the 
foreign operational mailbox and the Sparta system. VAB was 
looking for a partner that can assist them with the automation of the 
mentioned process using technology that would align with their IT 
strategy.

Context Goal of the project

Automatization at VAB 2
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BBU Mail Current Process
2 x Mailboxes are monitored for incoming requests and assigned to the correct controller to work on the case and execute the required actions.

Medical and Non-
Medical assistance 
mailboxes

During high season in 
upwards of 8000 
emails can be received 
per month

Manually Retrieve current
controller

Manually add controller 
initials to subject of mail

Manually Controller creates
contactmoment

1

2

3

Sparta Outlook

System Interaction Points

Automatization at VAB 2
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The KPMG Approach

Process 
Optimizati-

on

Develop-
ment

1.2 Design To-Be Process 1.3 Process Definition 
Documentation & Sign-

Off

1.1 As-Is Process
Analysis & Workshops

2.2 Solution design2.3 Development 2.1 Infrastructure 
Configuration

3.2 Testing 3.4 Support, Handover & Define future roadmap3.3 Sign-Off & Deployment

Go to
Production

Automatization at VAB 2
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Automation Tools applied.
Microsoft Power Automate was the selected to automate the process as it forms part of the greater movement of the Microsoft initiative at VAB

Rebranded as Microsoft 
Power Automate: Turns 

repetitive tasks into 
multistep workflows. 

Automatization at VAB 2
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The Solution
High level of the solution design and components interacting with one another in a specific sequence.

Each email received 
creates a trigger

Power 
Automate

Get Dossier Info

Extract required information 
from email

SPARTA

Updates category of mail

Azure functions

Graph API (to interact with
outlook categories)

SPARTA API

Create contact moment & 
attach email (Base64 
tranformed to .eml)

Extract raw mail 
information & content

7

1

2 4

3

5

6Current dossier 
controller can
easily identify

which requests
have been 
assigned to

them.

Automatization at VAB 2
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Power Automate solution view
To give you a good idea on the end result you can see below the difference for the controllers when they open the mailboxes in Outlook.

Past view on Inbox Current view on Inbox

Categories automatically added by
Power Automate upon receipt of 

the mail.

Automatization at VAB 2
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Main benefits for VAB

Avg 3 min spend per 
incoming mail

X 8000 

= 

Up to 400 hours
saved per month

Higher accuracy
due to reduced

possibility of human 
errors

Reduced
threshold to

create additional
automations

Automatization at VAB 2
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03
Robustness in Supply chain
How to tackle the Covid-19 disruptions within
your Supply Chain?
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End-to-end supply chain management
• With an increasing shift to e-commerce, organizations need to ensure their internal supply chains and delivery mechanisms can cope with 

demand to provide the highest quality customer experience

What does Covid-19 teach us?
Impact of Covid-19 on Supply 
chain1

Scenario planning
• When developing and implementing enhanced risk management practices, focusing on the opportunities scenario planning offers in creating 

pre-emptive action plans.

Micro supply chains
• Supply chains’ focus on reducing costs has led to the creation of large operating models. 
• Impacts such as pandemics are forcing organizations to shift towards micro supply chains, agile “mini operating models”. 

Supplier risk management
• Real-time supplier data such as system performance category alerts and geopolitical events helps manage performance and issue resolution

Collaborative supplier relationships
• For companies fulfilling mass demand from Chinese-based operations, it is unrealistic to completely exit the Chinese market because of the 

scale and quality of supplier ecosystems in place.  
• Can be used as a platform, to build a foundation of trust and transparency that leads to more collaborative relationships with critical suppliers

Technology upgrades
• In line with the technology enabled business climate we currently operate in, organizations should rethink the way their employees collaborate 

with each other and customers-within the office, regionally and globally. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Scenario planning is used as a basis for robust strategic decision making. Scenarios take overwhelming uncertainty and create logical, consistent stories of how the world might unfold. Conventional approaches to planning often yield unsurprising and unchallenging answers, whereas scenario planning challenges assumptions and provides organizations with more options to make better decisions. Scenarios enable organizations to see the bigger picture and make effective trade-off decisions on issues like: how much stock to hold – and where, or how to balance the cost of inventory versus the cost of failing to satisfy customers. Simulations can be run swiftly to identify ‘sweet spots’ between apparently conflicting objectives, based on real-time inventory data, customer demand, and supplier capability. many organizations could benefit from evolving their operating model and shifting towards micro supply chains. Micro supply chains are finite, agile ‘mini operating models’ with flexible contracts and manufacturing closer to the point of purchase. This would leverage their highly flexible decentralized nature and ability to alter production and delivery, scale volumes and introduce new products at short notice. By adopting a decentralized approach, micro supply chains create as much value as close to the customer as possible, allowing organizations in times of crisis to benefit from their independence. In addition to pandemics, micro supply chains are less vulnerable to other macro phenomena like volatile interest and exchange rates, tax regime change, trade tariffs and quotas, wage inflation and crop failure.
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Understanding the implications of Covid-19
• Seek to understand key risks across operations and supply chain
• Mobilize teams to firstly navigate crisis response and secondly focus on supply chain assessment & risk 

management
• Conduct business and financial scenario planning for a quick decision-making 

Short 
term

Ongoing
• Create an agile and visible global supply chain
• Understand and deploy digital and process automation to mitigate the impact of disruption 
• Develop and implement enhanced risk management practices

Now

• Plan mitigating actions across operations and supply chain, assessing impacts on sea, air and land transport
• Ensure communications are made with principal customers and stakeholders
• Review and assess what impact this will have on workforce planning and management
• Review phasing impacts depending on your sector 

Actions some companies are taking include: contingency planning and scenario modelling, operational and supply chain risk 
management, financial risk assessments, business resilience, and digital and supply chain transformation.

Impact on your organisation2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The complexity of global supply chains has opened the way for unanticipated events  causing a cascading array of unintended consequences, among them the rapid breakdown of many supply chains. Advanced data & analytics facilitates business decision-making by using comprehensive analytical models to stress-test corporate processes. Our models: 1. Capture the impact of disruptions on cost and stock levels. 2. Show the impact of disruptions on the viability of an entire supply chain. 3. Allow for the visualisation of alternative scenarios. 4. Help identify potential contingency measures. 5. Aid the prediction of possible recovery times. Applying their findings allows a company to increase resilience across its entire supply chain and operating model.Do you know where your key suppliers are located? Do they have contingency plans in place to ensure the continuation of supply?Do you know your supply routes? Have you spoken with your logistics providers to understand any potential impacts and how they propose to mitigate against them? What are your contingency plans if routes are cancelled? Have you reviewed your contracts with key customers and suppliers to understand your potential liability in the event of supply shortages, and how best to manage your legal risks? How will you respond if suppliers invoke force majeure clauses?Have you assessed your inventory cover? Do you need to ring-fence inventory for particular customers in the case of shortages?Do you have the ability to track shipments in real time and therefore manage customer expectations?How will you set expectations with customers? How can you recover the experience in the future?How well do you know your customers? Are you likely to loose customers to competitors/alternatives?How will a drop in consumer demand impact your long-term growth plans?
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Enhance the ability to cope with disruption

Efficiency Resilience

Efficiency attributes Resilience attributes
• Leverage benefits of economies of scale
• Lower production costs across global geographies
• High dependency on a value chain that  uses a specific set 

of mission critical  suppliers.
• Supply base tailored for steady state  volume of production 

with little variation.
• Tightly negotiated contractual mechanisms aimed at lowering 

costs of volume  production rather than ensuring flexibility.

• Technologies to improve E2E visibility
• Collaboration & responsiveness
• Scope and breadth of your supplier base.
• Degree of supplier redundancy.
• Availability of alternatives across different  geographies.
• Contracts and/or hedging strategies that allow for the 

absorption of volume and/or price shocks

Global disruption events: more frequent, complex and harder to predict. 
Increased need for scenario-based assessment to improve resilience

Impact on your organisation2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
focuses on finding the right equilibrium between operating model efficiency, resilience and  agility while also allowing you the flexibility necessary to cope with external shocks.Supply chains’ historic focus on reducing costs has led to the creation of large, integrated, global networks, which gain economies of scale through outsourcing manufacturing to emerging economies, backed by long term contracts. However, impacts such as pandemics and increasing trade tensions are forcing organizations to question if this is the right operating model. new supply chain technologies are emerging that can dramatically improve visibility across the end-to end supply chain and support much more supply chain agility and resilience, without the traditional “overhead” associated with risk management techniques. In coordination with these visibility technologies, the digital supply chain concept is answering the need for collaboration, responsiveness and agility. These digital supply networks are being built and designed to anticipate disruptions and reconfigure themselves appropriately to mitigate their respective impacts. This is enabled by new and emerging technologies such as IoT, cloud computing, 5G, AI, 3D printing and robotics. With the use of these technologies, supply chains are becoming rapid and proactive, scalable with maximum efficiency, intelligent with insights through data collection and connected with real time visibility.
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• Real-time predictive analysis of risk events (e.g. biohazard/disease outbreak, political & social events, environmental etc…)
• Recommends mitigation activities based on financial impact and risk avoidance scenarios through an AI-based logic
• Supplier network information and market distribution channels. 
• Data insights to proactively manage risks, remodel network and empower planning processes. 

Predictive Supply Chain Risk Solution

Billing systems ERP data Sales data Meteorological data News feeds Social mediaPlanning data

Micro-servicesArwin data platform

Traditional data sources Non-traditional data sources

Data ingestion, Seamless integration, Auto generated analytics, Big data capabilities, Real-time data stream processing for anomaly detection, 
Time series data collection, Natural language processing

Executive dashboard Supplier, product and raw materialForecasting potential events AI-scenario modelling & planning

Mitigation actions3

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 The definition described SCRM as the identification and evaluation of risks and losses in the supply chain, and the implementation of strategies with the objective to reduce losses, probability, time for detection of events, vulnerability  or exposure. SCRM is become increasingly more important. This importance is driven by the globalization of the economy. Outsourcing and supply chain length and complexity are growing, which leaves organizations more open to risk. This driver is given more strength by the increasing demand for Just in Time supply chains that are running lean with less buffers when thing go wrong. In recent years business had to deal with a growing amount of threats, caused by political conflicts, natural disasters and more cyber crime events. Having a robust SCRM in place can be an enterprise value driver by ensuring business continuity, supply chain visibility, regulatory compliance and supplier management. SCRM includes all strategies that focus on these value creating capabilities. The main activities of such strategies are risk identification, assessment and mitigation. The Corona virus outbreak and other events are significantly disrupting global supply chains, resulting into potentially severe financial consequencesThe KPMG Predictive Supply Chain Risk Solution (P-SCRM) is combining a large amount of external data showing real-time events, potentially impacting the supply chain, with BOM-related information from a company’s supply chain The solution predicts future disturbances e.g. biohazard & disease outbreak, political & social events, environmental events etc. and recommends mitigation activities based on financial impact and risk avoidance scenarios through an AI-based logicAs the solution is hosted in the cloud, a PoC on a selected supply chain disturbance area can be conducted in a fairly paced manner. Specific use cases may be elaborated.
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Predictive Supply Chain Risk Solution – Use cases

Client Challenge: The client was reactive to SC risk management and 
needed to improve visibility and reduce contingency costs
How KPMG Helped: Designed a digital solution which uses smart internal 
and external data points to predict and forecast events based on live data 
through advanced analytics.
Outcome/Benefits: Revenue growth/ reduction of contingency costs.
Significant improvement in clients visibility of overall supply chain 
performance and risk management requirements.

PSCRM for a Medical Devices company (life science)

KPMG Thought 
Leadership

Capabilities

Awards Global Network

Client Challenge: Client needed to meet the rapidly evolving expectations 
of its customers. Also, they need be prepared to cater for many more 
people in years to come. With capabilities and agility to stay a step ahead of 
demand. 
How KPMG Helped: Solution provided advanced warning and forecasting 
of peak demand times and improved the providers ability to service 
customers and enable contingency planning.
Outcome/Benefits: Transformed from an asset-centric organisation into a 
‘customer-focused’ operation. It is functioning more efficiently and 
effectively, and is ready to adapt as customers demand

PSCRM for a large Australian Utility provider 

Procurement: Vanguard Leader in procurement
Operations Consulting, ALM Intelligence

Supply Chain: “Best in Class” for Supply Chain Risk 
Management Consulting, ALM Intelligence

Digital: Leader in Microsoft Dynamics 365 Services, 
Forrester Research

Countries with 
dedicated KPMG 

member firm 
Supply Chain 

teams

25

Dedicated global Supply 
Chain and Operations 
Advisors 

Americas

EMA

Asia Pacific

200+

500+

100+

Mitigation actions3

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Corona virus outbreak and other events are significantly disrupting global supply chains, resulting into potentially severe financial consequencesThe KPMG Predictive Supply Chain Risk Solution (P-SCRM) is combining a large amount of external data showing real-time events, potentially impacting the supply chain, with BOM-related information from a company’s supply chain The solution predicts future disturbances e.g. biohazard & disease outbreak, political & social events, environmental events etc. and recommends mitigation activities based on financial impact and risk avoidance scenarios through an AI-based logicAs the solution is hosted in the cloud, a PoC on a selected supply chain disturbance area can be conducted in a fairly paced manner. Specific use cases may be elaborated.

https://assets.kpmg.com/content/dam/kpmg/au/pdf/2017/big-data-analytics-supply-chain-performance.pdf
https://assets.kpmg.com/content/dam/kpmg/au/pdf/2017/big-data-analytics-supply-chain-performance.pdf
http://www.kpmg.com/Global/en/IssuesAndInsights/ArticlesPublications/hr-transformations-survey/Pages/Default.aspx
http://www.kpmg.com/Global/en/IssuesAndInsights/ArticlesPublications/hr-transformations-survey/Pages/Default.aspx
https://home.kpmg.com/au/en/home/insights/2017/05/future-proof-reverse-logistics.html
https://home.kpmg.com/au/en/home/insights/2017/05/future-proof-reverse-logistics.html
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04
Q&A
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05
Today’s key take aways
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Survival of the digitalist
Today’s key

take aways
1 Global shifts due to Covid-19 impact 

all business domains

2 Impact of Covid-19 acts as an 
accelerator for digitalization

3 Define your short (3-6 weeks) and long
term goals (3-6 months) for survival 

4 Align your digital journey with your 
strategy and operating model design



The information contained herein is of a general nature and is not intended to address the circumstances of any particular
individual or entity. Although we endeavor to provide accurate and timely information, there can be no guarantee that such
information is accurate as of the date it is received or that it will continue to be accurate in the future. No one should act on
such information without appropriate professional advice after a thorough examination of the particular situation.
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